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APRIL ao, 1t7t NO. 328 TYPE SWITCHES 
(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Two hundred crosspoiµt switches unless otherwise indicated. Consist essentially of a frame on which are mounted vertical units, balancing 
spring, selecting magnets, selecting bars, and selecting off-normal springs and a centering unit or selecting off-normal springs. 

Each vertical unit is equipped with ten groups (crosspoints) of contact springs, a balding magnet and holding armature. The contact springs 
are operated by the conjoint action of selecting bars and holding armatures which are operated by selecting magnets and holding magnets, 
respectively. 

Contact springs on crosspoints are eqttipped with standard (B2) twin bimetallic bar type contacts having caps of No. 2 metal (palladium). 
However, switches having 200 ohm or 300 ohm holding magnets have slightly wider contacts. Off-normal selecting and holding contact 
springs are equipped with standard (B2) or heavy (HB2) twin bimetallic bar type contacts having caps of No. 2 metal (palladium), as in
dicated for individual codes. 

The stationary contact spring of each pair is permanently multipled to all the corresponding contacts of the other nine crosspoints within the 
vertical unit. The moving contact spring of each pair is brought out to the back of the switch and is arranged for horizontal strapping 
as specified in the order. 

All terminals are arranged for mechanically wrapped connections. 
Resistance values do not vary more than ±10% from the rated resistance. 
Designed to operate on 48 volts, regulated voltage. 
Intended for use in crossbar dial telephone systems. 

Selecting Magnet Holding Magnet 
Position 

Resist- Resist- No. of 
Code Operate ance Operate ance of Vertical 
No . (Ampere) (Ohms) (Ampere) (Ohms) Wires Units 

328A {<h)0.080 (h)240} (t)0.025 1250 (g)6 0 to 19 
(j )0.036 (j)600 

328B 0.036 600 0.019 1250 6 0 to 19 
328D r"·°'' (h)240l (t)0.025 1250 (g)6 0 to 19 (j)0.0345 (j)600 

(s)328E (h)0.080 (h)240 (t)0.025 1250 (g)6 0 to 19 (j)0.0345 (j)600 

Off-Normal Springs 

Selecting Holding 
Re-

Spring Con- Spring Con- places 
Comb. tacts Comb. tacts No. Rating 

{<h )Centering Balance } 318AA.T.a.T.Co.8td.(ML) 
(a)(j)l Make HB2 Balance 

(a)l Make HB2 Balance 318B 
Centering Balance 318D " 
Centering Balance A.T . .tsT.Co.Std. 

(a) Equipped with dust covers over selecting off-normal springs. 
(g) The two bottom levels of each vertical unit have three sets of 

contacts and the other levels have six sets of contacts. 

(j) Selecting magnet positions (2 to 9, incl.). 
(s) The armatures of the vertical units are equipped with damping 

cones. 
(h) Selecting magnet positions (0, 1). (t) With two selecting magnets operated. 
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